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Abstract
In this pictorial, we propose an alternative approach 
to investigating human-computer interaction (HCI) 
researchers’ epistemological commitments in research 
on the home. While researchers’ commitments can be 
discussed through textual aspects of their research, 
in this pictorial we conduct a pattern analysis of visual 
elements as a productive way to further inquire into such 
kinds of commitments. By analyzing visual elements 
from 121 works in HCI research on the home, we identify 
seven types of observers, which can be associated with 
epistemological commitments in research. We also 
propose two new complementary observers: the absent 
observer and the protagonist observer.
Authors Keywords
Home; Epistemological Commitments; Visual Exploration.
ACM Classification  Keywords
H.5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., 
HCI): Miscellaneous. 
Introduction
For over twenty-five years, HCI researchers have 
investigated the diverse roles that interactive 
technologies and systems play in people’s homes 
and have proposed new ways to design for domestic 
experiences. Researchers have adopted various 
methods to address the complex, messy and intimate 
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nature of the home. These range from ethnographic 
and ethnomethodological studies of current practices 
in the home (e.g. [3,9,49,52]), to field deployments 
of newly designed technologies (e.g. [30,38,43,45]), 
to participatory design (e.g. [41]), to the proposal of 
speculative visions (e.g. [2,18,53]). 
In [13] we reported on a critical literature review that 
identified genres in HCI research on the home as a 
starting point to define future complementary directions 
for HCI research. In addition to looking at genres of 
research (based on the types of questions researchers 
were asking and the objects of their studies), we also 
uncovered five epistemological commitments HCI 
researchers interested in the home could adopt when 
conducting and reporting on their research. As part of this 
work, we had also conducted a preliminary analysis of the 
visual elements presented in each paper we reviewed. At 
first glance, we found that often times images of similar 
quality and topic were clustered in each of the seven 
genres of HCI research on the home. However, due to the 
limitations of the standard ACM long paper format, we 
largely omitted this pattern analysis of visual elements 
from our previously published paper.
In this pictorial, we provide an in depth pattern 
analysis of the visual elements (e.g. photographs, line 
drawings, photomontage, floor plans, sketches, interface 
screenshots, etc.) included in 121 works of HCI research 
on the home. HCI is showing a growing interest in visual 
literacy and in developing new ways to visually represent 
and communicate research findings (e.g. [4–6,8,16,21]). 
Our goal is to show how the visual elements chosen by 
researchers are not arbitrary; rather, they too embody 
epistemological commitments bound to particular ways of 
practicing and representing HCI research on the home.
Methodology
We used the same list of 121 works of HCI research on the 
home as in [13]. For each work, we took screenshots of 
all the visual elements and we built a library organized by 
author and publication. To begin the analysis, we printed 
and cut each individual image. We then started to cluster 
the images in terms of what was represented on the 
image (e.g., was it people? an object? a space?, etc.) and 
in terms of the treatment of the image (e.g., photograph, 
line drawing, annotated photograph, etc.). We used the 
two following sets of questions to guide our analysis: 
1. Why these types of pictures? What does the observer 
want to capture and show?
2. Where is the observer? In order to achieve that goal, 
where does the observer spatially need to position 
herself or himself?
Using these questions as framing mechanisms for our 
inquiry, we clustered the visual elements of the 121 works 
into seven affinity groups that we categorized as seven 
types of observer. We note that our process was iterative 
and that certain categories only emerged after spending 
enough time describing and highlighting details of the 
visual elements. 
Our pictorial
We present seven types of observers in HCI research on 
the home. In each type, we articulate what we determined 
to be the answers to the sets of questions we asked. We 
use clusters of images to show the sub-types of observers 
and annotations to highlight visual characteristics of 
the images. We also provide a reflection on our analysis 
method and on the seven types of observers in addition 
to offering two complementary types of observers: the 
absent observer and the protagonist observer.
Aerial line drawings and architectural drawings 
sometimes augmented with graphical representations 
of movement or routines in the home
The 
Detached 
Observer
Photographs from a distance, 
like from across the street 
WHERE IS THE OBSERVER?
VISUAL CHARACTERISTICS
The observer is purposely 
distant or removed from the 
situation and scene of the 
image.
WHY THESE TYPES OF 
PICTURES?
[42]
The observer aims to capture 
a situation as it is, with little 
to no trace of intervention or 
presence. The goal is that what 
is visible is evidence of a social 
routine taking place without 
knowledge or effect of the 
observer.
[40]
[54]
[10]
[35]
[31]
[34]
[9]
The Object 
Oriented 
Observer
Photographs including at least one hand 
pointing or touching an artifact
Tightly cropped artifacts in 
context, as they were found in 
the participants’ houses
Collections of similar artifacts in context in the homeNew technologies or interactive artifacts in the home
[45]
[43]
[38] [24] [14] [1] [51]
[23]
WHERE IS THE OBSERVER?
VISUAL CHARACTERISTICS
The observer is in the home 
with the participants and 
actively moves, looks into (e.g. 
drawers, books) and discusses 
with participants to understand 
how artifacts are used. He 
may also ask participants to 
perform actions or activities 
with artifacts as they normally 
would in order to document 
that as well.
WHY THESE TYPES OF 
PICTURES?
The observer aims to show 
how an object is used and 
incorporated in the context and 
practices of everyday life in the 
home.
[36]
[15][57]
[1] [57]
[58] [52]
[49] [59] [49]
[53]
The People 
Oriented 
Observer
Photographs of people using a new technology in the home. The framing is 
concerned with the people and the technology first, the physical context second
Photographs of people performing everyday 
actions in context
[57] [26]
WHERE IS THE OBSERVER?
VISUAL CHARACTERISTICS
The observer is in the home 
with the participants as they 
demonstrate, use, or live with 
artifacts and technologies.
WHY THESE TYPES OF 
PICTURES?
The observer aims to 
foreground and emphasize 
how people use things and 
technologies in the home.
[45][47]
[3] [46]
[30][27]
[20]
[22]
[30]
The 
Evidence 
Collector
Relayed photos taken by participants (in self reporting practices) Photos of artifacts 
and notes created by 
participants
Photographs or screenshots of interfaces in use evidencing how 
participants used them
[19]
WHERE IS THE OBSERVER?
VISUAL CHARACTERISTICS
The evidence collector is 
removed from the domestic 
experience entirely, but 
subsequently collects data 
that lets transpire participants’ 
experience of the home.
WHY THESE TYPES OF 
PICTURES?
The observer aims to gather 
and document the information 
that participants themselves 
have created (e.g., how they 
populated an app, or how they 
themselves photographed a 
thing).
[3]
[56][39]
[38] [45]
[37]
[32][46] [47]
The Gaze 
Director 
Observer
Photos taken in a home, with an item 
within the room framed in red or in white
Photos taken of an artifact, with a part 
of the artifact circled in red
WHERE IS THE OBSERVER?
VISUAL CHARACTERISTICS
The observer is behind the lens 
when taking the photo, which 
is subsequently augmented 
using a computer to shape 
where the viewer does and 
does not look. 
WHY THESE TYPES OF 
PICTURES?
The observer aims to clearly 
identify and direct attention to 
a specific item in a photo or 
portion of the photo.
[48]
[39]
[55]
[10]
[9]
[39]
The 
Composer 
Observer
Tightly cropped design details of a new 
technology or artifact, often where the 
digital and the computational meet
Digital or hand drawn sketches of a concept
Artifacts photographed on a white or uniform background 
with controled lighting and framing
Screenshot or digitally created images that 
show an interface’s state
WHERE IS THE OBSERVER?
VISUAL CHARACTERISTICS
The observer is behind the 
camera, but beforehand he 
sets up the scene to take 
the photo. The composer 
observer might also be behind 
his computer, crafting an 
interface on the screen which 
will then be used as a visual 
representation.
WHY THESE TYPES OF 
PICTURES?
The observer aims to carefully 
construct an image to best 
show what an artifact or a 
system is.
[30]
[51]
[43]
[40]
[51]
[28] [25]
[41]
[46]
[38]
[24]
[29]
[22]
[25]
[28]
The 
Visionary 
Observer
Photomontages combining multiple photos, or addition of 
line drawing on top of photos. The images have an artistic 
and inspirational feel to them
Carefully crafted 
illustrations with an 
attention to the choice 
of colors, shades, and 
thickness of line
[20] [22] [53]
[17]
[54]
[60][7]
[29]
[2]
[18]
WHERE IS THE OBSERVER?
VISUAL CHARACTERISTICS
The observer is active in 
constructing the images. He is 
both ‘in front’ and ‘behind’ the 
camera. And, through carefully 
crafting the image, he exercises 
an important authorial role.
WHY THESE TYPES OF 
PICTURES?
The observer aims to create 
a representation of a possible 
future of technology in or 
around the home. 
Analysis 
Objective 
observer
Experimenter
Relayed 
informant
Author 
interpreter
Third person 
observer
Detached 
observer
Observers
Epistemological 
commitments
Matched and unmatched 
observers and epistemological 
commitments
People oriented 
observer
Object oriented 
observer
Evidence 
collector
Gaze director 
observer
Visionary 
observer
Composer 
observer
In the previous pages, we have articulated the goals 
of the seven observers as well as their position when 
creating visual elements in their HCI research on the 
home. These insights can enable us to better understand 
the epistemological perspectives researchers take when 
conducting research in HCI on the home. In our critical 
literature review [13] based on the same corpus of 
literature, we identified five epistemological commitments 
grounded in our analysis. Looking at those five 
commitments in relation to the seven types of observers, 
we can see an interesting match between the two (see 
table). We highlight those relations in our analysis.
• Firstly, the detached observer takes photos from a 
distance or uses architectural and aerial views to 
understand ongoing practices in the home. The visual 
strategies used embody a rigor and a distance imposed 
between the observer and the situation and this refers 
back to ethnomethodology as a method and the 
epistemological commitment of the objective observer. 
• Next, the object oriented observer and the people 
oriented observer both refer to the researcher being in 
the home with participants, doing a tour, asking about 
artifacts and potentially participating in everyday life. 
Photographs showing inconsistent lighting, blurriness, 
or unrefined framing are seen as a result of the rapidity 
and ad hoc manner in which they are taken and 
provide visual evidence that the researcher is physically 
present in the house emphasizing the epistemological 
commitment of the third person observer. 
• Thirdly, the evidence collector relies on participants 
to create visual elements either by asking them to 
take pictures of their own domestic experience or by 
using a prototype that will record the participants’ 
actions. The role of the researcher in this case is to 
collect, curate and relay this data as a way to answer 
research questions. This relates to the epistemological 
commitment of the relayed informant. 
• Fourth, the composer observer and the visionary 
observer both carefully construct visual elements and 
use design to represent a current or future image of 
what technology in the home could be. This researcher 
plays an important authorial role and this relates to the 
epistemological commitment of the experimenter. 
• Finally, we found that the gaze director observer 
embodied a strategy that cuts across the other 
observers and can be seen as an augmentation of 
other modes of observation through, for example, 
circling on top of field photographs. The epistemological 
commitment of the author interpreter also did not find 
a match in our visual analysis. This is unsurprising since 
this epistemological commitment was largely text based 
and argument structured. 
On the following page we propose two complementary 
observers that can broaden the perspectives we take in 
HCI research on the home. First, the protagonist observer 
offers an alternative to the common ‘interpreter’ position 
taken in the detached observer, the object oriented 
observer, the people oriented observer and the evidence 
collector. A protagonist observer would be positioned in 
front of the camera within the domestic experience as 
a way to encourage first hand experience. Second, the 
absent observer proposes a complementary view to the 
generalized anthropocentric perspective to understanding 
the domestic experience. The absent observer leaves it 
to non-humans, such as things or pets, to share their 
own understanding of the domestic experience. This can 
allow researchers to consider a more egalitarian view in 
the home and highlight the relations that exist not only 
between humans and things or technologies in the home, 
but also the ones that exist between things. 
The Protagonist 
Observer
The Absent 
Observer
Photos of everyday scenes, from angles 
that are new to a human observer
Still frames captured every minute to 
create timelapse videos 
Photographs 
taken from the 
point of view of 
the researcher in 
his or her home
[13]
[33]
[19]
[12]
[11]
WHERE IS THE OBSERVER? WHERE IS THE OBSERVER?
The observer is positioned 
in front of the camera, or 
he points it towards his own 
experience of the home.
The observer is completely 
removed from the situation and 
lets non-humans observe and 
report on the experience of the 
home. The researcher’s role is in 
creating and installing those new 
methods enabling non-humans to 
gather data about the home.
WHY THESE TYPES OF 
PICTURES?
WHY THESE TYPES OF 
PICTURES?
The observer aims to 
understand the experience of 
the home first hand. 
The observer aims to capture 
the experience of the home 
from the perspective of non-
humans (including objects or 
pets in the home). 
VISUAL CHARACTERISTICS VISUAL CHARACTERISTICS
Conclusion
© Lee Friedlander. New York City, 1968© Lee Friedlander. New York City, 1966
“At first, my presence 
in my photos was 
fascinating and 
disturbing. But as time 
passed and I was more a 
part of other ideas in my 
photos, I was able to add 
a giggle to those feelings.”
- Lee Friedlander [50]
In this pictorial, we have visually explored 121 works in 
HCI research for the home. Based on the visual elements 
of these works, we have proposed seven types of 
observers and two complementary observers for future 
research on domestic experience. In our future research, 
we aim to explore how the protagonist observer and the 
absent observer might operate in HCI research on the 
home. 
The analytical method we used to reveal and 
communicate the seven types of observers is unique and 
novel in HCI. Next, we discuss the broader implications of 
this type of work in the context of the recent interest to 
visual literacy in HCI research [5,44].
Blevis [4] has articulated the value of visual thinking as a 
way to explore and make sense of the world through the 
making of digital imagery. In this pictorial, we illustrate 
how with visual thinking we were able to investigate and 
communicate the goals and the position a researcher 
might have when conducting research. Moreover, the 
images we used were published by researchers that may 
have not been fully aware of the power of their choice 
of images, the framing they applied, the treatment 
they gave, or the ways they collected the images. As 
visual literacy becomes more important in HCI, we 
hope our pictorial will help support researchers in being 
more self aware of the visual decisions they make. We 
take inspiration from the American photographer Lee 
Friedlander [50], who often acknowledges the presence 
of the photographer in his photos, where his own shadow 
or reflection becomes part of the composition of the 
image itself. With this comparison, we do not mean that 
the researcher should always become part of the scene 
he or she is observing, rather we are hoping to invite 
researchers to question the position they are taking when 
conducting HCI research on the home and beyond.
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